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At this time of the year it is traditional to reflect on the year that has passed and look
forward to the year ahead. Stormwater as an issue and an industry continues to build
momentum at the local, state, national and international levels.
At the local level, Councils across the country are becoming more and more stormwater
aware thanks in no small part to the effort of our members working within local
government and those supporting local government exceptional programs, like Monash
University’s ‘Cities as Water Supply Catchments,’ which focuses on local engagement and
development are also achieving great things.
At the state level, each of our Associations is going from strength to strength. Stormwater
Victoria, SIA Queensland, Stormwater NSW, SIA South Australia and SIA Western Australia
are implementing strategic plans to develop industry capacity and ensure stormwater has
a higher profile for all of their State Governments.
One of the really exciting developments at the state level is the willingness of all the
Associations to look outside our traditional areas of interest for professional development
advice. No one who attended world renowned Landscape Architect Adrian McGregor’s
‘Dare to Dream’ type presentation at the Stormwater NSW conference will ever forget
it. He outlined very clearly all the wonderful things that can be achieved when all the
professions work effectively together.
Continues page 7

Three Cheers for Three Great ‘Stormies’
SIA National President, Steve Frost was recently awarded Life Membership at the
Stormwater NSW Annual General Meeting.
At the SIA Queensland awards night Neville Jones received a similar honour.
In South Australia Colin Pitman received the Chairman’s Award for contribution to the
stormwater industry. Colin Pitman’s work featured in the October Bulletin.
This month we are printing the President of Stormwater NSW’s confirmation speech
recognising Steve Frost’s achievements (see page 6). Next month we will include a
feature on Neville Jones.
On behalf of everyone involved in stormwater we say well done to all three, true
‘Stormies’ one and all.

Sustaining Members

Stormwater in the News*
Stormwater Association
Elects New NSW President
Blacktown City Council’s Natalie Payne has been
elected as President of the NSW Stormwater Industry
Association, replacing Murray Powell.
The 33-year-old environmental scientist and Waterways
Rehabilitation Officer at Blacktown not only introduces a
non-engineering perspective at the top of the NSW branch
but also returns a council representative.
Payne, who has worked in council environment roles for
10 years, is not unfamiliar with the engineering view as
she works in Blacktown’s asset design team.
“A lot of my role is provision of advice on environmental
requirements for infrastructure projects,” she told BEN.
“I also administer the council’s Environmental
Stormwater management Program, which is funded
through the Stormwater Management Service Charge.
It is a $15 million program over five years and includes
activities such as stormwater harvesting and reuse
projects, creek rehabilitation projects and water quality
treatment measures.”
Payne, who has been on the NSW SIA Committee for
two years, sees a broader role for stormwater in Water
Sensitive Urban Design. For example, she is managing
the Blacktown part of what may be the first managed
aquifer recharge (MAR) in NSW.
There are plenty of challenges to deepening the penetration
of best practice in stormwater management. More consistency
in the application of planning legislation to stormwater would
help move away from the ad hoc approach that all too often
applies in the sector.
Similarly, consistent industry standards for equipment
such as water quality treatment devices and gross
pollutant traps would help create certainty. She sees
a current GPT validation project, sponsored by the SIA
national body, as a good model, helping to improve
confidence in the application of devices in the context of
what are increasingly becoming site-specific solutions.
For the SIA, therefore, she sees a role in facilitating these
standards and working to build capacity among the myriad
stakeholders in stormwater management, including all
levels of government, developers, consultants and more
broadly into groups such as landscape architects and town
planners.
“There is a very strong role for the Stormwater Industry
Association into the future because our primary
objective is stormwater management and I feel if that
wasn’t there it would potentially get lost amongst other
objectives,” said Payne.
“I think it would still be there, because of the principles
of Water Sensitive Urban Design and its move into the
mainstream. Stormwater is an integral element in any future
Water Sensitive Urban Design scenario. However, there
should always be a place for advocating and promoting
stormwater as a main area responsibility in its own right.”

Rob Peterson (Brown Consulting)
Wins Kevin Bennett Award
Every year Stormwater NSW presents the Kevin Bennett award for
the best conference paper at their annual event. This year’s stand out
winner was Rob Peterson’s (Brown Consulting) paper. An abstract of
Rob Peterson’s paper is provided below.

Harrington Grove – The Campbell Rivulet - A
Watercourse In Three Parts

Over the last two decades, there have been many manuals prepared to
establish the guidelines to be adopted for the design, construction and
maintenance of rehabilitated (or reconstructed) natural watercourses.
It has been clearly demonstrated that the success or failure of these
rehabilitation works lies in the design, installation and maintenance
of the underlying reconstructed form, it should be recognised, by
us, “that nature knows best”, and that mimicking natural ecological
processes in form and function should be the guiding hand that we
as designers bring to the table, when attempting these kinds of bioengineering works.
It is these ecological processes which will provide both the direct
and indirect means by which the declining stream health, which
required our intervention initially, will be arrested and enhanced,
and that both floral and faunal connectivity will be reintroduced.
Careful consideration needs to be given to ensuring that best practise
construction techniques and the latest scientific analysis is brought
to bear in analysing the potential for outflanking of in-stream works,
that critical stream forming flows and processes are not only managed
but also incorporated into the design form, that potential construction
failures are acknowledged and key performance indicators put in place
to limit the effects of their non-compliance, and most importantly, that
the final built form will not only be sympathetic with the surrounding
ecology, but that it will be low impact, sustainable, and will not only
value add to downstream receiving waters, but also foster within
surrounding residents and communities the desire to provide a
guardianship or stewardship of these rehabilitated works and the
recreated habitats that they offer.
Traditionally the area within the core riparian buffer of a statutory
watercourse is excluded from drainage infrastructure usage, by
the relevant statutory authorities, and for good reason. The usual
approach to design of stormwater attenuation infrastructure does
not traditionally provide any sympathetic or symbiotic relationship
with the surrounding ecology; attenuation is normally a specific and
targetted form of stormwater control, traditionally it is an invasive
form of infrastructure provision that requires considerable earthwork
terra-forming in order to provide usable active storage volume in
which to offset post development hydrograph increases.
Considerable effort has been expended in mapping existing tree
canopy extents, to ensure that any planting within the basin footprint
actually provides contiguous canopy coverage, rather than the existing
fragmented and orphaned stands. It is considered that an attenuation
basin which contains vegetation stands would almost certainly provide
“value added” final polishing effects for both stormwater flows which
have already passed through WQD’s and high flow bypasses which
have been diverted around the WQ treatment device to arrive at the
attenuation device.
This paper will investigate and explore the development of the
processes, work through some of the related issues, and review the
design, planning, and reportage.
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Australian Stormwater
Software Hits UK Market
- An Announcement From
Commercialisation Australia

Western Australian Urban
Development in Areas of High
Groundwater: New Approaches

An Australian invention that simulates stormwater
flows and can be used to monitor pollution impacts
with a view to their control has gone global thanks to
a Commercialisation Australia grant to customise it for
the UK market.

Outlined below is an article by Jim Davies from JDA Consultant
Hydrologists, which was published in the Australian Water
Management Journal. This article has kindly been provided to the SIA
Bulletin for the information of our members.
In Perth, capital city of WA, Urban Development is increasingly
occurring on land which has high groundwater. The dilemma can be
paraphrased as “either filling the swamp or draining it”.

music (model for urban stormwater improvement
conceptualisation) was developed by the Canberrabased eWater Cooperative Research Centre and has
been in use in Australia for some years.

There are many valid environmental reasons why lowering the
groundwater level (draining the swamp) is viewed by many as
environmentally unacceptable: these reasons include drying of
wetlands, effects on native vegetation, changes to the natural water
balance.

Commercialisation Australia CEO Doron Ben-Meir says
music’s adaptation has exceeded all expectations.
“It has demonstrated the potential to achieve a
40 per cent improvement in pollutant reduction in
performance tests against similar UK-developed
applications,” Mr Ben Meir said.

Urban development is therefore reliant on importing significant
volumes of sand fill to ensure adequate clearance of finished road and
lot levels above the groundwater level.

“Through a joint venture with a UK water engineering
group, eWater plans to take music and related products
further afield – to European, North American and Asian
markets.

This practice (filling the swamp) also has several adverse
environmental consequences, including a gradual levelling of the
terrain, greenhouse gas emissions associated with sand supply/
transport/compaction as well as additional wear and tear of sand
transport routes.
Until recent years, the land development industry has accepted this
practice. However there is an increasing threat of sand supply shortage
and consequent risk of severe cost escalation.
It is ironic that high groundwater levels persist in Perth and the South
West of WA given the well documented decline in rainfall of about
15% which has occurred throughout the South West of WA since about
1975. It is the rainfall which replenishes the groundwater system by
direct infiltration of the rain water through the predominately sandy
coastal plain on which the main settlement centres of the South West
of WA are located. In many locations the groundwater level is so close
to the surface than even the current lower rainfall is sufficient to bring
the groundwater level to the surface in winter, although there is a
reduction in the runoff component of the water balance.

The eWater CRC partners with major water industry
utilities and organisations around Australia and in the
UK, including water authorities, state government
agencies managing natural resources, and consultants.
Last month eWater launched another innovative
software product which saves water by modelling human
behaviour. Urban Developer was launched at Singapore
Water Week as part of an Austrade promotion of
Australian water products to South East Asia.

A major modelling study of the Murray Shire in the South West of
WA, referred to as the Murray Drainage and Water Management Plan
(DWMP), by Department of Water verifies this concept of groundwater
still reaching natural surface in winter even with declining rainfall. The
DWMP identifies that urban development will result in a reduction in
evaporation and evapotranspiration from natural bush and farmland
and a corresponding increase in groundwater levels or surface runoff
with urbanisation.

Since opening to applications in early 2010,
Commercialisation Australia has awarded almost $58 million
to 145 Australian companies, researchers and inventors, with
funding offers ranging from $50,000 to $2 million.

To investigate this issue of urban development in areas of high
groundwater a 1 day Conference “Hydropolis 2010” was held on
24 November 2010 by the Stormwater Industry Association of WA,
supported by the Urban Development Institute of Australia (UDIA).
The Conference, attended by over 100 delegates, was addressed by
leading scientists and engineers debating a way forward.
The Conference was divided into three sessions:
1. Geotechnical Issues;
2. Groundwater Issues;
3. Department of Water and Local Government perspective
Continues page 4
							

“This is precisely why the Government established
Commercialisation Australia – to help Australian
businesses get their new products onto local and global
markets through the provision of critical funding and
business assistance,” Mr Ben-Meir said.
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President’s Message
Dear Stormie,
I read a quote recently; it’s not the
number of breaths you take that is important, it’s the
number of breaths that are taken away”. Well, there
have been many breath-taking moments for me this
year, one of which was having the honour of lifetime
membership bestowed by Stormwater NSW. The end of
the year and the start of a new year have traditionally
been times for reflection and renewed intentions. In
this issue of the Bulletin some of these moments have
been recorded, however, I invite you to reflect on your
own experiences. Take a moment to think about how
you would answer if someone asked you what your
most breath-taking moment was this year.
We have heard from the Australian Government’s
Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water,
Population and Communities, that on 29 November, the
government announced a range of savings to be carried
out. One of these measures included a $50 million
reduction in funding for the National Urban Water
Desalination Plan. Unfortunately for the Stormwater
Industry, the funds will come from a scaling back of
round three of the Stormwater Harvesting and Reuse
Program. This is very disappointing and we will be
looking at ways to constructively respond to this news.
I would like to hear your views on this issue to assist us
in formulating a response. Applications will be closed
by the time you receive this Bulletin and we will bring
you the latest news as soon as we are aware of it.
Looking forward, I’m very excited and encouraged by
the response to the call for abstracts for Stormwater
12. We had over 100 submissions, which will be
reviewed over January 2012. At every milestone so far
there has been enormous support which indicates that
there is every chance it will exceed the success of the
Sydney Conference. Our host, Stormwater Victoria,
has enthusiastically thrown their resources into the
organisation in support of our event managers GEMS,
led by Julie McGraw. The early bird registrations
will open early in the new year, so register early and
register often.
This is a bumper Christmas issue for November/
December. Your next Bulletin will be a January/
February issue. This foreshadows a move to a
bimonthly Bulletin sometime next year that includes a
regular eNews to keep members current. If you want to
take advantage of our move into the electronic media,
please send your email address to your respective State
SIA Administration Officer. As always, I welcome your
comments and feedback.
I wish you Peace and Joy at Christmas and thank you for
all your support in what has been a breath-taking year
of events and Stormie experiences.
Sia later,
Steve Frost,
National President

WA Urban Development in Areas of High Groundwater: New
Approaches (Cont’d from page 3)
Commencing the Geotechnical Issues section, Lindsay Stephens
(Landform Research Consulting) described the market of sand supply,
approved quarry licenses and difficulties of obtaining new extraction
licenses mostly associated with land clearing legislation.
In the context of future land development foreshadowed by the
State Government Planning Document “Directions 2031” to be
on land with high water table, it is clear there is insufficient sand
currently available. There is no clear message from Government that
this contradiction between planning documents and engineering of
land development is being resolved.
Geoff Cocks (Coffey Geotechnical) and Fred Verheyde (Douglas
Partners) then described the relevance of AS2870 Foundations for
Residential Buildings where a water table is at shallow depth beneath
the surface. It appears there is no geotechnical requirement,
in terms of bearing capacity or settlement risk, for any specific
clearance between a water table and finished building levels. There
is a practical requirement in terms of typically 0.6m depth of dry soil
being required to install residential foundations during construction.
AS2870 is effectively silent on any required clearance to water table.
The Groundwater Issues session was led by Nicholas Deeks
(GHD) explaining the need to protect eco-systems from excessive
water table drawdown when designing drainage systems for land
development.
A review of the impact of climate change, particularly falling rainfall,
on future water tables was presented by Dr Don McFarlane (CSIRO).
Don explained that as shallow water tables fall in a drying climate,
there is a greater opportunity for infiltration of rainfall to occur so
that rainfall recharge into the soil profile increases, resulting in less
than expected water table decline.
The buffering effect decreases with increasing depth of the water
table and groundwater levels become increasingly more sensitive to
a drying climate as a result. This impact would be greater in sands
than in clays where groundwater can be perched during wet periods.
Urban development in clayey areas with high water tables may
therefore not be as advantaged by a hotter/dryer climate as much
as areas with waterlogged sands. Don referred to recent research
identifying areas where Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) may be
feasible to address fall in groundwater levels to enable more water
for use and to retain important wetlands and other groundwater
dependant eco-systems.
Since the Conference, the topic of MAR has become increasingly
relevant and a number of organisations are supporting a pilot MAR
project within the Murray DWMP area with the aim, not as Don
referred to, but to store excessive volumes of water generated by the
change in land use from native bush or cleared land to urban land.
Indeed MAR is perhaps the greatest opportunity that we have in this
part of Australia to both harvest excess surface water and shallow
groundwater into confined aquifers for later re-use, whilst at the
same time providing a much needed balance between draining land
and imported fill requirement.
Alex Rogers (JDA Consultant Hydrologists) described equations for
estimating water table mounding between subsoil drains and showed
results of measurements taken on a test site in the City of Armadale
which had been filled but on which roads and Lots had not yet been
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Upcoming Events

created. This site provided an ideal set of real data with which to
calibrate soil hydraulic properties (particularly hydraulic conductivity)
to estimate the water table mound which occurs between parallel
subsoil drains in design rainfall events. Alex’s talk showed that
controlling groundwater levels with subsoil drainage, as practiced
in many places in the world, is highly practicable providing drains
are sufficiently closely spaced adequate access for maintenance and
responsibility can be resolved.

6th Australian Stream Management
Conference Managing for extremes
6 - 8 February 2012
Location: Canberra, ACT
Web: www.asm6.org.au

Stormwater Harvesting in Western
Australia Hydropolis 2012

Darren Pesich (Wood & Grieve Engineers) provided perhaps the
most applied talk of the day titled Holistic Engineering Costs. Darren
presented unit costs and rates associated with different forms of
land development particularly varying fill depth and foundation type
to show how various combinations affect development costs.

13 March 2012
Location: Perth, Western Australia		
Web: www.stormwaterwa.asn.au
Email: info@stormwaterwa.asn.au

In the afternoon session Department of Water speaker Peter
Muirden described the Murray DWMP, referred to above, particularly
referring to the volume of water likely to be made available by
reduced evaporation and evapotranspiration through urban
development. It is this water which the Department of Water sees
as being available for MAR schemes, which would assist in increasing
availability of groundwater for other uses in our highly licensed
environment.

SIA Queensland State Conference
29 – 31 May 2012
Location: Brisbane, Queensland
Web:
Email: dhudnall@gemspl.com.au
Phone: 02 9744 5252

Stormwater 2012 2nd National
Conference on Urban Water
Management

A local government prospective was provided by Craig Wansbrough
(Shire of Serpentine-Jarrahdale) and Markus Botte (City of Gosnells),
highlighting the responsibilities they perceive Local Government
to inherit from land developers, particularly in the area of subsoil
drainage.

15 - 19 October 2012
Location: Melbourne, Victoria
Web: www.gemsevents.com.au/stormwater2012
Email: jmcgraw@gemspl.com.au
Phone: 02 9744 5252

Peter Kretschmer (Department of Water) described Managed
Aquifer Recharge (MAR) schemes in South Australia and referred
to investigations underway in the Murray DWMP area to identify a
target confined aquifer for MAR.

National Water Information
Briefings - Bureau of
Meteorology

A Plenary Session concluded the day with enthusiastic discussion
of the need for issues raised throughout the day to be further
investigated in future forums.
The Conference outcomes included the following suggested actions:
•
Establish a formal working group to confirm supply and demand
for sand;
•
Investigate current difficulties in obtaining extractive licenses
for sand;
•
Progress investigation of alternative sources of fill such as
mining industry by-products;
•
Consider a shift in residential site classifications and alternative
construction techniques with more competitive house
foundation designs;
•
Provide education for new land and house purchases;
•
Ensure that no local authorities are requiring specific site
foundation classifications to be achieved;
•
Review required controlled levels for groundwater relative to
seasonal variation, with focus on median groundwater level
rather than current Average Annual Maximum Groundwater
Level

The briefings explore the latest developments in water
information.
The briefings are part of the Improving Water
Information Program and demonstrate the practical
value and use of water information for people in water
resources policy, planning and management. The
Australian Government’s Improving Water Information
Program is a $450 million investment led by the Bureau
of Meteorology and supported by water agencies across
Australia.
Presentations for each briefing are located at:
http://www.bom.gov.au/water/newEvents/
presentations/waterbriefing2011/
DISCLAIMER
Statements made in the SIA Bulletin do not necessarily
represent the views of Stormwater Industry Association
Ltd or the Stormwater Industry Associations of New
South Wales, Queensland, South Australia, Victoria,
Western Australia or New Zealand. SIA Ltd and member
Associations cannot accept responsibility for the
accuracy of any information supplied or for any loss or
damage which may arise from errors or omissions.

I would like to thank the Conference Organising Committee and the
SIA WA Committee for their support in organising the Conference
described above.
SIA WA acknowledges financial support for the Conference from
ROCLA Pipeline Products, Vindex Systems & Solutions and Humes
Water Solutions.
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What the Presidents’ Said...
Steve Frost’s influence on stormwater, as all members
know, extends well beyond the boundaries of NSW.

Steve Frost Receives Stormwater
NSW Fourth Life Membership

Presidents of each of the State Associations were asked
to offer a very brief comment on their view of Steve’s
contribution to the National scene as well. Some of
those quotes are provided below.

Stormwater NSW conferred their fourth ever Life Membership on
National President Steve Frost at their recent AGM. Outlined below
is the full speech delivered by Stormwater NSW President, Murray
Powell, when conferring Life Membership on Steve Frost.

“I would like to add my name to the list of those who
have appreciated Steve’s enduring enthusiasm and
commitment to Stormwater Management in Australia.
In particular, to thank Steve for finding time to
come across and officially open the Hydropolis 2011
Conference in Perth in November 2011.”
Jim Davies, Chair Stormwater Association of Australia,
Western Australia

“This award was going to be presented at the Annual Conference,
but this person was physically unable to be there.

“Steve has been amazing! I wish to recognise Steve’s
tremendous contribution to the industry. The
commitment he has made to SIA has been incredible
despite the significant impact on his personal life. I
consider Steve a friend as well as a respected leader
in our industry throughout the country and he is also
recognised in many parts of the world. Well done Steve.
I pity the person attempting to fill those enormous
shoes!”
Rod Wiese, President, Stormwater Victoria

Sustaining Member Profile

•

He coined the term ‘Stormie’

•

He has been on the SIA committee for over a decade

•

He was the NSW
President for five
years straight
(longer than anyone
- he was so popular
that no one would
let him step down)

•

He has been my
NSW Vice President
for the last three
years

•

He has been the
Editor and Chief
when it comes to
the Bulletin

•

And for the past
three years he has
been President of
the National SIA

He’s also one of the nicest people you will ever meet.

Iplex Pipelines

He’s one of the most passionate and committed when it comes
to stormwater, one of the smartest people in his field, and in our
industry. (which comes in part from being one of the biggest
conference junkies I know).

Iplex Pipelines is Australia's largest supplier of plastics
pipelines for infrastructure projects.
Iplex has a large and comprehensive range of pipe and
fittings from 15mm to 3000mm in diameter, in PVC, PE,
PEX, PB, PP and Ductile Iron as well as polymer concrete
jacking pipes.

He is respected and admired by his staff and his peers and he has
done some Fantastic things for the stormwater at Fairfield.
Ladies and Gentlemen……… Steve Frost.

Iplex products are used for potable water, stormwater,
sewerage pipelines gas and trenchless pipe systems.

Today I have the honour, and the pleasure of awarding our highest
honour to Steve, which is Life Time Membership to the SIA.

Iplex has a strong affiliation with the stormwater
industry by not only suppling products but also offering
support and assistance.

There were only three of these in existence at NSW: David
Robinson, Geoff O’Loughlin and Laurie Rose – The three founders of
the SIA. Today we have a fourth.

Iplex's experienced engineers and technicians are
available to assist in pipeline design, product selection,
installation advice and cost benefit analysis.

He has worked tirelessly – late nights, weekends, countless work
hours, he has endured a massive workload (and this is a voluntary
position). Lesser men would have crumbled.

For more information on Iplex Pipelines please contact
Peter Klouda the Technical Support Engineer on:

Steve – You are an inspiration to us all.
Your family are here today to share this with you, and a few of your
friends and colleagues from Fairfield Council too.

Email: Peter.klouda@iplexpipelines.com.au
Phone: 13 18 40 or 0418785386

Steve – You are a ‘living Legend’. Congratulations.”

Web: www.iplex.com.au
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Stormwater in the News*
Farewell 2011, Bring on 2012 (Cont’d from front page)
At the national level, one of the major changes this year has
been through the Bulletin. We have received excellent feedback
on the developing quality of the copy within the Bulletin
(supplied for the most part by our members) and the new format.
Bulletin developments are just a part of Stormwater National’s
implementation of our Communications Strategy. Look out for more
exciting developments next year.

Geelong Harvesting and
Reusing Stormwater
By Paul Hemsley
The Kardinia Park stormwater harvesting project has
been funded with $840000 and is one of five projects
in a $2.79 million federal investment in the City of
Geelong’s stormwater scheme.

One of the other exciting national highlights was the invitation of
(name of government department) to the Stormwater Industry
Association to manage the key education components of their major
grants program. For this agency to recognise that the best way to get
to stormwater professionals was through the Stormwater Industry
Association was to us an excellent outcome.

The stored water will be treated and used to irrigate
the local government owned Skilled Stadium, along
with two outer ovals and parklands in the vicinity.

Internationally one of the highlights has been the formalising of
our relationship with Water Environment Federation (WEF). Regular
Bulletin readers will be aware that WEF contributes copy, they also
receive copies of our Bulletin and items of interest are circulated
to their members across the United States and the rest of North
America. We plan to further develop this relationship within the
coming year.

Drought-tolerant grass will replace the turf to lower the
demand for watering, which will be collected from the
30-hectare catchment of Newtown and stored in a 1.5
million litre underground water storage tank.
Member for Corio, Richard Marles said the five projects
will save up to 222 million litres of water each year.

One of the major changes members will notice from next year will
come through the retirement of Richard Wearne. Richard has been
the Administrator and Executive Officer of the National Association
for many years. He has been a true and faithful servant of the
Association and we wish him all the very best in retirement.

“The water harvesting infrastructure will capture up
to 20 million litres of water a year, reducing reliance
on potable water and allowing the park to be watered
during dry conditions,” Mr Marles said.
Parliamentary secretary for sustainability and urban
water, Senator Don Farrell said a further $100 million in
federal funding has been committed for a third round
of stormwater harvesting.

So, What Else Can We Look Forward to in 2012?

Clearly the highlight will be our second National Conference which
will take place in Melbourne from 15th to 19th October (put those
dates in your diary now). This conference, we predict, will be a
remarkable highlight in the Association’s history.

The four other stormwater harvesting projects in
the Geelong area are Grinter Reserve, Eastern Park,
Weddell Road, and the Hume Reserve Managed Aquifer
Recharge.

On the project front there are exciting activities taking place all
over the country. At the Bulletin we will bring you updates on those
projects on a regular basis.

A City of Greater Geelong spokesperson said the council
applied for the Water for the Future initiative during
the second round through the Australian Government.

So, as we reflect on 2011 and look forward to 2012 we would like to
finish by thanking all members of the Association for their support
throughout the year. We wish every single one of you and all
members of your family and friends nothing but good health, wisdom
and prosperity for both the holidays and beyond. Bring on 2012!
Editor

							

To read more of this article please go to: http://www.
governmentnews.com.au/2011/10/21/article/Geelongharvesting-and-reusing-stormwater/VDGTYCJHOQ
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Stormwater in the News*

Are Your Design Briefs Getting the
Most From Consultants?
(An opinion piece from Rod Wiese, Storm Consulting)

$30m for CRC for Water
Sensitive Cities
Minister for Innovation Senator Kim Carr has announced
the successful applicants of this year’s CRC selection
round. Funding of almost $148 million for world-class
collaborative research and innovation under the Federal
Government’s Cooperative Research Centres (CRC)
program.
Six out of 26 applications were successful, including the
CRC for Water Sensitive Cities which will receive $30
million worth of Federal Government funding.
This new funding continues the government’s
investment in innovation and collaboration supporting
the implementation of the Innovation Agenda –
Powering Ideas.
The CRC for Water Sensitive Cities will deliver the sociotechnical urban water management solutions, education
and training programs, and industry engagement
required to make Australian towns and cities water
sensitive.
Water sensitive cities are resilient, liveable, productive
and sustainable. They efficiently use the diversity of
water resources available within towns and cities,
enhance and protect the health of urban waterways and
wetlands and mitigate flood risk and damage.
They also create public spaces that harvest, clean and
recycle water, increase biodiversity and reduce urban
heat island effects
The CRC program establishes medium to long term
collaborations between industries, research institutions,
communities and governments. These partnerships play
a crucial role in addressing Australia’s innovation needs
and delivering social, environmental and economic
outcomes for all Australians.
“These CRCs will research the major challenges
facing Australia, as well as our big opportunities.
Their collaborations will deliver important economic,
environmental and social benefits. This is about improving
the living standard of all Australians,” Carr said.

The lowest bid generally wins the tender. But does lowest cost
represent the best value to Government?
There seems to be a growing concern about this issue in the
stormwater industry and in related industries. I’ve had numerous
discussions with many fellow consultants agreeing that some
discussion on the topic would be beneficial. So here goes… I will
start the conversation and hopefully others will join in with a view to
better our industry.
I must initially declare that I am a consultant and this is an opinion
piece. However, our industry can only stand to benefit from some
healthy discussion on this matter. This is a subject that service
providers often grumble about and feel powerless to change industry
practice. Although it may seem uncomfortable at first I encourage
you to have your say; tell us about your experiences or thoughts on
this subject.

Firstly, let’s define value

Value for money is a term used to assess whether or not an
organisation has obtained the maximum benefit from the services it
acquires, within the resources available to it. Therefore, it is inherent
in the definition that there needs to be a balancing of cost and
quality. Cost is the easy thing to measure and rank. However, other
elements may be subjective, difficult to measure, intangible and
misunderstood. Judgement is therefore required when considering
whether value for money has been satisfactorily achieved or not.
It not only measures the cost of goods and services, but also takes
account of the mix of quality, cost, resource use, fitness for purpose,
timeliness, and convenience to judge whether or not, together, they
constitute good value. It is the “judgement” applied to non-price
factors that seems to be inconsistent. Sometimes judgement of nonprice elements does not appear to be happening at all in selecting
tenderers.

Why don’t government officers always differentiate based
on experience?

How is it that a consultant with 10+ years experience in a particular
field can be ranked the same as a consultant with a few years
experience? I hear again and again that if consultants are invited
to tender that they are all rated the same for experience Is this
really the case for our industry? I can understand why this happens.
Government bodies, particularly councils, are usually strapped
for resources. It may be that they don’t have adequate supply of
resources and are extremely busy or that they don’t have particular
expertise. A quick cursory assessment where the primary distinction
is based on price is certainly tempting.

Typical government in briefs state that they are not bound
by the lowest bid
*The SIA Bulletin will from time to time run articles that
have appeared in other mainstream press. Wherever we
do run them we acknowledge the source of the article.
We believe it is a great idea for our members to see that
stormwater is being covered in more and more outlets.
If you have an article covering a stormwater issue that
you think we may be interested in please forward it to:
editor@stormwater.asn.au

However, the feedback that government is increasingly providing
is that it is price that is the sole differentiator. This translates to
more projects being compromised and either needing experienced
practitioners brought in to bail out the floundering project, or worse
that the project results in a poor outcome.
Low bids limit experienced consultant input. Experienced (good)
consultants are in demand and market forces drives their rates up
to higher levels. The higher rates places stress on the tender values
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Is This Cafe Just for Stormies?

so there is pressure to use cheaper rates which are akin to more
junior (inexperienced) staff. As a result the innovation and “solution
smarts” can readily be compromised in low bids.
Low bids may also result in higher implementation costs. A low
cost design may not give due consideration to construction costs
which may roll into higher operational and maintenance costs. A
well considered design will explore consequences of capital and
operational costs within the initial design phase which is of- ten
referred to as value management. This may be as simple as having
an experienced practitioner involved at key stages of design
development instead of continually costing out particular scenarios.
Many projects involve several disciplines e.g. landscape, structural,
cultural, planning, etc. It is the interfaces with these other disciplines
where gaps in the scope can appear and pose risk to the project. An
experienced practitioner can usually identify overall project risks
at the interface early in the timeline, assist in managing them to
minimize impact or avoiding them altogether.

It is human nature to avoid difficult tasks and short cuts
are attractive

One of our members spotted this cafe while driving
through Oberon in the Central West of NSW.

I have observed many organisations reducing their workload by
grouping a number of stages into one single tender document. For
example, a “design brief” may include Master Planning through to
detailed design. A lump sum fee is expected to be provided without
a clear vision for the project. This imposes myriad risks for both
government and the service provider. Ideally, briefs would be split
into numerous stages to ensure the best outcome, however, this
does mean a higher demand on government resources.

If you have something you would like included in
the SIA Bulletin, whether it is an amusing picture, an
interesting article, or you would like to respond to
something you have read in the Bulletin. Please send an
email to: editor@stormwater.asn.au or post a letter to:
‘The Editor Stormwater Bulletin’
PO Box 1221, Burwood NSW 2134.

A considered staging of design briefs allows proper consideration
of all opportunities, full exploration of government’s vision and
appropriate resourcing from various practitioners commensurate
with their expertise at the different stages.
Without appropriate delineation of design briefs there is high risk
on Government that they may end up with a sub-standard project
that may attract higher construction and operational costs. It also
places considerable risk on the service provider as there are many
“unknowns” that they have to assume. In compensating for this
risk, the service provider must undertake some feasibility work
or add a fee for the relevant risk being identified. Exclusions and
qualifications can share some of this risk but I have noted a recent
brief where exclusions and qualification were not allowed! This
seems an unproductive assignment of risk.
I advocate that we improve our industry design briefs and the
subsequent assessment to fully consider the non-fee value that
service providers can bring to a project.

Opinion Pieces
The Editorial Team at the SIA Bulletin welcomes opinion pieces. The
publication of those pieces is however at the total discretion of our
Editorial Team.
If you are providing an opinion piece you also need to provide your full
name, contact details and the organisation or company for whom you
work. We also require a two or three line description of the types of
services provided by your organisation or company.
Opinion pieces are published without comment.
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International News*
Joint Venture to Save Water and
Boost Wildlife
WEF Forms Stormwater
Committee
At WEFTEC 2011, the Water Environment Federation
(WEF; Alexandria, Va.) Board of Trustees voted to sunset
the Stormwater Coordinating Council (SWCC) and form
a Stormwater Committee (SWC). Unlike a council, WEF
committees are made up of volunteer members tasked
with developing technical products and programming.
The SWC will lead WEF's efforts to encourage innovative
approaches, sound management strategies, policy
engagement and enhanced public outreach for
stormwater professionals.
"WEF recognises the importance of stormwater
management in the compliment of professionals addressing
the challenging water quality issues of this century," said
new Stormwater Committee Chair Mike Beezhold. "I am
honored and excited to serve as the Chair for this new
committee, which reflects a renewed commitment and
vision for the future of stormwater management."
WEF will offer a Stormwater Symposium July 18–20, 2012
in Baltimore. With over 200 abstracts submitted, "the initial
overwhelming interest in the symposium is reflective of the
growing need for information and direction in the field of
stormwater management," said Beezhold. The SWC will
be co-chaired by Wing Tam with help from Tad Slawecki,
past vice chair of the SWCC.
Following is an abstract of an article from the WEF
Stormwater Report December 1, 2011 Vol. 1, No. 9

The Houston LID Experience
Often thought of as an example of urban sprawl,
Houston now is seen by many at the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) as a model for moving rapidly
toward sustainable development.
“[Houston] just implemented an amazing, consciousnessraising process that has at least hundreds of developers,
civil engineers, architects, landscape architects … thinking
differently about stormwater,” said Dov Weitman, chief
of EPA’s Nonpoint Source Control Division. “And the way
they did it seems to me to be replicable in cities across
the country.”
Houston started its journey toward low-impact
development (LID) from the same place that most
communities do. Many within the engineering community
thought sustainable development would never work in
Houston because the city’s soil composition, topography,
and rainfall patterns differ from typical LID sites. More
to the point, LID’s decentralized, microscale controls,
and extended time of concentration methodology meant
embracing a 180-degree shift from the city’s current
drainage model.
To continue reading go to: http://www.wef.org/AWK/
pages_cs2.aspx?id=6442451023#stormfeature

City of Sydney Lord Mayor Clover Moore MP and Federal Minister
for Human Services and Social Inclusion, Tanya Plibersek MP, met
local residents recently in Sydney Park to unveil plans for a major
park upgrade, which includes scenic cascades, innovative stormwater
collection and improved wildlife habitat.
The proposed $10 million upgrade will see up to 850 million litres of
stormwater - equivalent of 340 Olympic pools - recycled and used in
the park, wetlands and potentially by nearby businesses. Additionally,
it will provide landscaping to connect two of the existing wetlands and
establish a new picnic area.
Ms Moore said the project would help meet the City's target to
increase the use of recycled water to 25% and reduce pressure on
drinking water supplies.
"I'm proud of the fact we are meeting these benchmarks while
also improving the look, feel and sustainability of open space for
Sydneysiders and local wildlife," Ms Moore said.
Ms Plibersek said the Australian Government is investing $5 million
in the second stage redevelopment of the park under National Urban
Water and Desalination Plan, a key component of the Water for the
Future initiative.
"Investing in local water security projects is part of the Federal
Government's commitment to supporting a sustainable Australia," said
Ms Plibersek.
"The Gillard Government is already investing a significant amount
in stormwater harvesting and re-use projects across Australia,"
Ms Plibersek said. "The call for applications under the expanded
stormwater grants round recently opened, with $100 million allocated
for projects under the round."
Ms Moore said the improvements would increase the number of bird
species coming to the park.
"Twenty six native bird species have been recorded at the Sydney Park
wetlands within the past year, but in small numbers," Ms Moore said.
"The improved habitat should encourage more species to live and
breed in the park.

An artist’s impression of the proposed Sydney Park Wetlands
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Stormwater in the News*
The first part of the project has already seen up to 50 million litres
of stormwater collected and cleaned from surrounding streets. This
untreated water, full of litter and pollutants, would have found its way
into local waterways and Botany Bay.
Under the plans, collected stormwater passes through underground
pipes and a series of metal grills to remove rubbish before flowing
into a bio-retention basin, along the edge of one of the wetlands. The
basin contains specially chosen soil and plants that naturally remove
pollutants.
Reeds, sedges, grasses and shrubs have been planted in the bioretention basin, improving the habitat and attracting a more diverse
range of local wildlife. Two more bio-retention basins and more
plants will be added under the second stage of the project, further
improving wildlife habitat.

Stormwater Strategy
Provides Road Map for
the Future
South Australia’s Stormwater Strategy is the first of its
kind in Australia, providing a comprehensive ‘road map’
for future stormwater management.
Minister for Water, Paul Caica said the Strategy – The
Future of Stormwater Management – was developed
by the Stormwater Taskforce and will help to ensure
South Australia remains a national leader in water
management.

For more information go to: http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/
Council/OnExhibition/SydneyParkWaterReuseScheme.asp

“We recognise that stormwater is a highly valuable, fitfor-purpose resource. Between now and 2015, we will
implement the Strategy’s nine actions to improve the
capture and reuse of stormwater in Adelaide,’’ Mr Caica
said.
“These actions include developing an ‘integrated
blueprint for urban water’ by 2014, introducing interim
targets for water sensitive urban design, identifying
ways to improve stormwater infrastructure, completing
further studies to improve stormwater knowledge
and commissioning a scientific research program to
underpin urban water policy.

City of Sydney Plans a “Greener”
Green Square
Australia’s largest urban development, the $8 billion Green Square
project, will to live up to its name with a major water recycling
scheme to reduce pollution flowing into the Cooks River and save
precious drinking water.

“The Strategy highlights how individual urban water
resources can no longer be managed in isolation.
Stormwater should not be managed independently of
wastewater and strong flood-mitigation measures must
be incorporated into our urban design.

The recycling scheme, serving the Green Square Town Centre,
will collect and clean about 240 megalitres of stormwater a year,
equivalent to 96 Olympic pools.
The stormwater will be used in toilets, laundries, air-conditioning
cooling towers, parks and gardens, which represents more than half
of the water demand for the town centre.The scheme will also reduce
pollutants flowing into the Cooks River by 3,000 kilograms a year.
The figures are included in a new feasibility study prepared for the
City of Sydney and endorsed by Council.
The Federal Government has provided $2.2 million to fund the water
project which will include a pipe network, collection stations and
treatment facilities.
The Lord Mayor Clover Moore said the project would help meet the
City’s target of increasing the use of recycled water to at least ten per
cent of the City’s supply.

The Stormwater Taskforce was chaired by the
Department for Water Chief Executive Scott Ashby and
included senior representatives from the Stormwater
Management Authority, SA Water, the Goyder Institute
for Water Research, the Adelaide and Mount Lofty
Ranges Natural Resources Management Board and the
Local Government Association.
To find out more about the Stormwater Strategy, visit
www.waterforgood.sa.gov.au. The new Stormwater
Strategy will help to ensure South Australia remains a
national leader in water management.

“As our climate heats up, our drinking water supplies will come under
increasing pressure from a growing population and the hotter and
dryer weather patterns predicted over the coming decades,” the Lord
Mayor said.
“The recycled water project at Green Square is part of a long-term
strategy to make better use of our water resources and will provide a
model for other Australian cities”.
To continue reading go to: http://southern-courier.whereilive.com.
au/news/story/city-of-sydney-plans-a-rgreenerr-green-square/%23.
TssMiuJcruY.email/
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Stormwater Harvesting
Image from www.waterforgood.sa.gov.au

SIA National & State Committees

Stormwater Industry
Association Ltd

NATIONAL CONTACT DETAILS
SIA Ltd - GPO Box 1261
Canberra ACT 2601
NationalPresident@stormwater.asn.au
NationalAdmin@stormwater.asn.au
Editor@stormwater.asn.au
Ph: 1800 761 777

Executive

President: Steve Frost (Stormwater NSW)
Secretary: Andrew Allan (Stormwater VIC)
Administration: Kate Dunn

Committee:

Andrew King (SIA SA)
Jim Davies (SIA WA)
John Keays (SIA QLD)
Brett Phillips (Stormwater NSW)
Rod Wiese (Stormwater VIC)
Natalie Payne (Stormwater NSW)
Kylie Hyde (SIA SA)

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

SIA SA - PO Box 148
North Adelaide SA 5006
siasa@stormwater.asn.au

Executive

Chairperson: Kylie Hyde (Allwater)
Deputy Chair: Andrew King (City of West
Torrens)
Secretary: Cindy Oliver (Greenhill Engineers)
Treasurer: Mark Page (KBR)

Committee:

Frank Berton (AECOM)
Mark Schilling (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Paul de Palma (Aurecon)
Jude Nirmalaraja (City of Onkaparinga)
Steve Condos (City of Charles Sturt)
Peter Newland (EPA)
Simon Bartosak (Humes)
Chris Michell (Rocla)
Dean Morris (Ecosol)
Robin Allison (DesignFlow)
Ben DeGilio (GHD)
Douglas Aitken (URS)
Steve Morton (Department for Water)
Steven Gatti (Adelaide & Mt Lofty Ranges
NRM Board)

QUEENSLAND

NEW SOUTH WALES

Executive

Executive

SIA QLD - PO Box 1221
Burwood NSW 1805
siaqld@stormwater.asn.au
Ph: (02) 9744 5252
President: Peter Comino (SMEC)
Vice President: Nicole Ramilo (BMT WBM)
Secretary: Lindsay McLeod (Moreton Bay
Regional Council)
Treasurer: Mark Henry Rubarenzya (Indesco)

Committee:

Charles Coathup (Ecosol)
Peter Grainger (Stormwater360)
John Jensen (East Coast Environmental
Solutions)
Bill Johnson (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Louis Kamenos (Lou Kamenos & Associates)
John Keays (Keays Software)
Jason Kenny (Ecosol)
Karl Koberg (Rocla Pipeline Products)
Dr Brian McIntosh (International
WaterCentre)
Rob Ritchie (Humes)
Peter Worth (Rocla Pipeline Products)
David Simpson (Brisbane City Council)
Michael Spiller (Humes)

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

SIA WA - 5 Mirfield Street
Roleystone WA, 6111
info@stormwaterwa.asn.au
Ph: 0439 901 932

Executive

Chairman: Jim Davies (JDA Consultant
Hydrologists)
Secretary: Chris Horgan (Horgan Engineering)
Treasurer: Nicholas Deeks (GHD)

Committee:

Mark Cavaney (Aurecon)
Stephen Duncan (Humes)
Simon Gray (Rocla)
Alan Hill
Christopher Braggins (Ecosol)
Bill Till (Department of Water)

STORMWATER INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OBJECTIVES

The Stormwater Industry Association (SIA) is made up of a number of entities.  These include
associations incorporated in individual Australian States (State SIAs) and Nationally through a
non-profit company called the Stormwater Industry Association Ltd, also known as SIA National.
The objectives for which SIA National is established are:
•
To determine and coordinate policy direction for the State SIAs
•
To implement policy via the State SIAs
•
To represent the State SIAs at the Australian Government level
•
To lobby the Federal Government policy advisors and committees for better
environmental and technological management of stormwater
•
To represent the State SIAs on national issues with national groups, organisations,
institutes and elsewhere, as requested
•
To further nationally the interests of the State SIAs in stormwater management
•
To promote the establishment of a Stormwater Industry Association within all
States and Territories of Australia
•
To promote interaction between State SIAs
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Stormwater NSW - PO Box 1221
Burwood NSW 1805
siansw@stormwater.asn.au
Ph: (02) 9744 5252
President: Natalie Payne (Blacktown City
Council)
Vice President: Robert Peterson (Brown
Consulting)
Treasurer: Brett C Phillips (Cardno)
Secretary: Eric Love (Star Water Solutions)

Committee:

Barry Birch (Master Plumbers Association NSW)
Peter Bennett (Baramy Engineering)
John Constandopoulos (Sinclair Knight Merz)
Aaron Cortese (Ecosol)
Bhakti Devi (City of Sydney Council)
Sophia Findlay (Ku-ring-gai Council)
Steve Frost (Fairfield City Council)
Matthew Lewis (Sydney Water)
Richard McManus (Equatica)
Murray Powell (Optimal Stormwater Pty Ltd)
Martyn Ryzak (Rocla Water Quality)
Erin Sellers (Fairfield City Council)
Harout Tcherkezian (Stormwater 360)
Ben Wolfgramm (Storm Consulting Pty Ltd)

VICTORIA

Stormwater Victoria - Suite 7, 84 Church Street
Richmond VIC 3121
office@stormwatervictoria.com.au
Ph: 0409.978.453

Executive

President: Rod Wiese (Storm Consulting)
Vice President: Sheridan Blunt (Moonee Valley
City Council)
Secretary: Damien D’Aspromonte (Parsons
Brinckerhoff)
Treasurer: Andrew Allan (Manningham Council)

Committee:

Iouri Vaisman (The Water & Carbon Group)
Mandy Bolton (DSE)
Andrew Clifton (Rocla)
Peter Diprose (Humes)
Leigh Holmes (CPG)
Nathan Clements (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Tania Struzina (Clearwater)
Justin Lewis (Melbourne Water)
Michael Wicks (Stormwater 360)
Scott Dunn (Engeny)
Philip Joyce (GHD)
Chris Beardshaw (Water Technology)
John Chrispijn (TAS) (Derwent Estuary Program)
John DeVries (TAS) (Derwent Estuary Program)
Note: Contact details contained in this
document may not be used for unsolicited
commercial electronic messages.
CHANGES OF ADDRESS
Please advise your relevant State Association
if you are moving. A quick call can ensure that
your newsletter goes to the correct address or
replacement person in your organisation. This
is also important for your email news. Often
Bulletins are returned through the post with no
explanation by front desk staff because you no
longer work at the organisation and the new
person in your role is left out of the loop.

